Mobile COVID-19 Testing is Available
Thanksgiving Break

NOVEMBER 22
E.E. JETER SCHOOL, 9-11:30AM
LUCY ELEMENTARY, 9-11:30AM
NORTHHAVEN ELEMENTARY, 9-11:30AM
SNOWDEN SCHOOL, 12:30-3PM
WELLS STATION ELEMENTARY, 12:30-3PM
VOLLENTINE ELEMENTARY, 12:30-3PM

NOVEMBER 23
BARRETS CHAPEL SCHOOL, 9-11:30AM
MT. PISGAH MIDDLE, 9-11:30AM
GERMANTOWN HIGH, 9-11:30AM
KATE BOND MIDDLE, 12:30-3PM
U OF M ELRC, 12:30-3PM
WHITE STATION HIGH, 12:30-3PM

NOVEMBER 22
WHITEHAVEN HIGH, 9-11:30AM
OAKSHIRE ELEMENTARY, 9-11:30AM
DOUBLE TREE ELEMENTARY, 9-11:30AM

QUESTIONS?
COVIDTESTING@SCSK12.ORG
(901) 271-2671
La prueba COVID-19 móvil está disponible
Vacaciones de Acción de Gracias

22 DE NOVIEMBRE
E.E. JETER SCHOOL, 9-11:30AM
LUCY ELEMENTARY, 9-11:30AM
NORTHHAVEN ELEMENTARY, 9-11:30AM
SNOWDEN SCHOOL, 12:30-3PM
WELLS STATION ELEMENTARY, 12:30-3PM
VOLLENTINE ELEMENTARY, 12:30-3PM

23 DE NOVIEMBRE
BARRETS CHAPEL SCHOOL, 9-11:30AM
MT. PISGAH MIDDLE, 9-11:30AM
GERMANTOWN HIGH, 9-11:30AM
KATE BOND MIDDLE, 12:30-3PM
U OF M ELRC, 12:30-3PM
WHITE STATION HIGH, 12:30-3PM

24 DE NOVIEMBRE
WHITEHAVEN HIGH, 9-11:30AM
OAKSHIRE ELEMENTARY, 9-11:30AM
DOUBLE TREE ELEMENTARY, 9-11:30AM